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TODAY’S FREE SPORTS BETTING TIPS… 
Footie Flutters 

Win Bet - England v Italy 20:00 - England @ 6/5 


Trend Betting 

Win Bet - Southwell (A.W) 16:00 - Mister Music @ 5/1 


Northside Racing 

Win Bet - Hereford 16:15 - Act Now @ 11/2 
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Trainers To Be Interested In Over Coming Weeks - By High 
Roller Racing


There are three trainers who have attracted my interest and it may prove 
prudent to consider their entries and runners in the coming week or so.


Jamie Osborne has had a decent season on the all weather and his jet journey 
to saddle Toast Of New York in the Pegasus World Cup must seem a very long 
time ago to the trainer. He has many horses to attend to so perhaps New York 
was a distraction of a positive nature. Jamie is currently, as I write, sixth in the 
all weather trainers championship which ends on Good Friday after the 
Champions Day at Lingfield. I am not that religious but I feel as a nation we 
should have certain ‘blank’ days of respect but I also enjoy the Champions Day 
fixture. So far in March Jamie has had six winners at five different all weather 
tracks. Kion has won twice since joining the yard and could add to that tally with 
an entry at Southwell and Volatile could win again as he holds a couple of 
entries. Watch for Jamie’s runners and entries this coming week.


David Dennis the Worcestershire trainer could be saddling his first Grand 
National Runner if Final Nudge makes the cut and gets into the race. This 
chaser has already finished placed in the Welsh National and the Badger Ales 
Trophy this season. David’s novice hurdler Broken Quest and his Topham entry 
Deauville Dancer also look good both having run up hat-tricks. The yard has had 
two wins and five seconds in March bearing news they are in form. David should 
be considered with entries and runners in the coming days.


Jamie Snowden is our third and final trainer this week. Based in Lambourn the 
yard passed its best ever winners total back in February when its 27th winner 
for the season romped home. This form has shown no signs of stopping after a 
double at Haydock proves and entries and runners should be watched carefully 
when making selections. Hogans Height already a good winner for the yard 
could add to that tally. Presenting Pearl could make her hurdles debut and has 
finished fifth in a Listed Bumper at Cheltenham last November. Three Ways fell 
on his latest outing but has a couple of entries, including at Hereford, where he 
could bounce back. Take all entries and runners from Jamie Snowden’s yard 
very seriously. He is building a team to be reckoned with.


Give my service High Roller Racing a chance to show you the way.


• FREE TO JOIN 
• ONE SELECTION PER DAY MAXIMUM 
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• YOU PAY £10 FOR A WINNING SELECTION... AFTER ITS WON... NO 
UPFRONT COSTS 

• A FAIR SERVICE AT A FAIR PRICE 

SATURDAY 31 MARCH... DUBAI... THIS IS A CERTAINTY... DO NOT MISS 
THIS... YOU HAVE BEEN WARNED! 

I have a week FULL of WINNERS. Join using the link below…


For the best bets each day from High Roller Racing CLICK HERE! 

Today's Sports Betting Preview - By Rick Elliott


England Can Win Low-Scoring Match 


Italy have won the World Cup four times and played in the last 15 tournaments 
but have not qualified for this year’s finals in Russia. They are one of the 
superpowers of world football and the country is passionate about the game. 
It’s bizarre that England’s two friendlies during the international break are 
against two nations who will be absent in Russia this summer. Whether the 
World Cup now goes ahead is debatable but ENGLAND can continues to 
prepare by beating Italy at Wembley tonight and the best odds on that outcome 
are 6/5.    


In the early days of spread betting there was an opportunity to make money 
betting on low card counts. A yellow card is worth 10 points and a red card is 
worth 25. Total card counts were often pitched too high and sellers made hay 
while the sun shone. That loophole has now been closed to such an extent that 
buying bookings is now the sensible option but that is dependent on the referee. 
Some refs are more prone to show cards for ill-discipline but others prefer to 
manage situations by talking to players and not booking them. Tonight’s ref has 
his foot in both camps. 


The card count looks about right for this match so going low on goals is the 
better bet. Italy have not scored more than one goal in their last seven matches 
and England are not prolific. England’s back three system is being honed for the 
World Cup and Italy might not have much fire in their belly. The conclusion is for 
a low scoring match which means UNDER 2.5 goals is the standout bet at 4/7 
with Betfair.   
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The racing today is over jumps at Hereford and on the All-Weather at Southwell 
and Newcastle. It’s an ordinary fare ahead of All-Weather racing’s finals day at 
Lingfield on Good Friday. That used to be a blank day but the Lingfield fixture 
will attract a big family crowd on a non-working day. The racing will be 
competitive as is the handicap hurdle at Hereford (4.15) which offers the biggest 
prize of the meeting. BRAVENTARA has the rating and form to prevail at 11/4 
with Ladbrokes.


Tuesday’s Horses In Focus - By Unity Racing Investments


Really nice to have the flat season start and plenty of good bets are planned in 
for the next few weeks. We have had plenty to be frustrated about this week as 
we hit the cross bar too many times including 2 horses both 18/1 shots and a 
25/1 shot all coming 2nd. With a little luck we could have had a great week but 
sadly we just kept finding one or two too good. 


Many ask WHY I am giving it away if my service is so lucrative. Well that is 
simple WE DON’T TIP HORSES TO MAKE MONEY! We back them to make 
money, we give them out to make a difference to those hard working people 
who struggle to get by. We want to give something back and this way we can 
provide honest professional racing investments that is you manage your 
account right can grow into a great second income and eventually may mean 
you no longer have to work hard for a living. For a limited time you can get the 
whole year at a huge discount this will mean there is no pressure for instant 
profits. All it requires from you is a well run bank account, patience of a saint 
and a desire to succeed. 4 years of proof that we have an edge over the book 
maker.


Don’t think that you will be rich by next week, which is unlikely - Although our 
advice has made a few people a lot of money quickly. Anyone who played the 
multiple on Derby day for instance would now be pretty well off. Yet these things 
take time and patience. It took me years to grow my account big enough that it 
could provide me an income but it was certainly worth it! 


Tuesday’s Horses In Focus  

Hereford 2-45 Novices Chase (Class 4) 25f - JEU DE MOTS is the outsider in 
this 4 runner race 16/1 looks well over priced. He did pretty well in a couple of 
points and the Heavy ground we reported very tacky last time out so that would 
have been against him. None of these horses are the most consistent types on 
the clock so I think he has a chance especially with some improvement forth 
coming. 
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Hereford 3-45 Handicap Chase (Class 5) 21f - EASTER IN PARIS looks set to 
build on the last run which was a decent time for the grade and certainly looks 
like a horse in top form I would be surprised if he didn’t go close today. 11/4 is 
seen as reasonable for the risk with out screaming value there is still a little In it 
as I marked it up at 2/1 jf.


Hereford 4-45 Handicap Hurdle (Class 5) 20f - WAY OF THE WORLD 7/1 is the 
one for me here coming in to it match fit this track suits the horse and he could 
go close today if he can eek out a little improvement. 


Southwell 2-00 Handicap (Class 5) 6f - CROSS FIRE must have a decent 
chance today but the price isn’t much in the way of value. I think that it makes a 
nice saver bet but I would have to give an each way squeak to RUN WITH 
PRIDE at 50/1 the horse looks over priced and should run a decent race today. 
The stable are in good nick so hopefully have a good run for the money. 


Southwell 4-00 Handicap (Class 3) 7f - TREATY OF ROME is from the same 
stable as the above horse and I’ve been told has a decent chance today. My 
figures put the horse a few lbs behind a few but at a price of 11/1 I think it’s 
worth taking the chance. 


Southwell 4-30 Handicap (Class 5) 8f - Could be a big priced winner here Scott 
Dixon saddles 2 of the outsiders MEDICI MOON is probably the best chance 
here at 22/1 but old boy ALPHA TAURI 28/1 could also be in the shake up it’s a 
trappy race but none of the current top 3 in the market look strong to me. 


Southwell 5-30 Handicap (Class 6) 8f - VOICE OF DUBAI 16/1 hasn’t beaten 
much at home so far but has has some excuses and was always seen as one 
that would need time. Maybe the horse will take to the surface and put up a 
much improved run. Nothing has gone that quick on the clock so the race looks 
open. Maybe stable mate to ALPHA TAURI - GENERAL TUFTO could run well at 
14/1 he is 13 now but isn’t digressing on the clock and could have a win in him 
in a weak race. I smell an each way double coming on for the old boys! 


Keep an eye on Derek Shaw’s horses he could be landing a treble any time soon 
his horses look in rude health at home and plenty run at working mens prices. 


•	 Today - 2:00 Run With Pride (Overnight) at Southwell (AW) Betway 
Handicap 
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•	 Today - 3:30 Laqab (Overnight) at Southwell (AW) Betway Middle Distance 
Handicap 

•	 Today - 4:00 Treaty Of Rome (Overnight) at Southwell (AW) sunbets.co.uk 
Handicap 


•	 Today - 4:00 Hammer Gun (Overnight) at Southwell (AW) sunbets.co.uk 
Handicap 


•	 Today - 5:30 Sai Kung Star


CLICK HERE - 12 Month Membership Only £96.00! 

Take Advantage of This Low Price For Advantage Play 
Secrets - Bet World Reviews


Has he done it again? If you have been around the betting scene for any time 
you will almost certainly have heard of Mike Cruikshank. Starting with Bonus 
Bagging he has produced a string of highly profitable and mostly low risk 
betting products backed up with excellent training and customer support. I think 
he can safely be crowned the king of low risk betting products. 


Mike’s latest service - Advantage Play Secrets - looks like another winner to me. 
Using a long established strategy he has designed a real time software package 
that allows users to find qualifying bets immediately, calculate the stakes 
needed and keeps records of your progress. 


Risking no more than £3 per qualifying horse race Mike has averaged profits of 
£6 per race and in just 1 month generated profits of almost £600. His betting 
bank for this impressive achievement was just £100. 


This strategy is currently available on special offer at just £1 for 14 days which 
will allow you to evaluate it fully and if you are happy then subscribe for a full 12 
months at just £99. You should be able to cover that from your trial period 
activities.


The offer includes 3 more strategies designed to follow on from the first which is 
called Golden Parachute. And there is a special staking plan aimed at 
maximising the profits and allowing a regular withdrawal to your bank account. 
Full video training is included and Mike is always available to answer any 
questions from subscribers. 
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I found 2 selections readily on day 1 and neither would have shown a loss 
whatever the outcome of the race. 


This really is a great opportunity to test a potentially profitable yet low risk 
product with minimal outlay. 


The offer is only available until 31st March so I suggest you take a look right 
away. 


I will be reviewing the whole package over on Bet World Reviews during the 
next couple of months and am confident that Advantage Play Secrets will be 
another feather in Mike’s cap. 


So take this opportunity to get in on the ground floor before it is too late.
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